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STATES OF MATTER: SOLID, LIQUID AND GAS

There are three main states of matter: solid, liquid and gas.

-The solid state has a fixed mass, volume and shape.

-The liquid state has a determined mass and volume but variable shape. Liquids 
assume the shape  of the container holding them. 

-The gaseous state has a determined mass but variable shape a volume. Gasses assume 
the shape and volume of the container holding them.

ACTIVITY 1: Complete the following table using the information above. Copy 
it in your notebook.

MASS SHAPE VOLUME

SOLIDS Fixed

LIQUIDS Variable

GASSES Variable



CHANGES OF STATE OF MATTER

Substances change their state when they are heated up or cooled down. There are three 
main changes of state:

Heating up
solid liquid FUSION

liquid gas VAPORISATION

solid gas SUBLIMATION

Cooling down
liquid solid SOLIDIFICATION

gas liquid CONDENSATION

gas solid INVERSE 
SUBLIMATION



 Kinetic Theory → matter is formed by particles in continuous
                          movement:

      -Solid matter: particles hardly move.

      -Liquid matter: particles move a little more.

      -Gas matter: particles move freely.

ACTIVITY 2: Complete the following definitions with the words in the box:

 cool down                       solid (x2)                    heat up                 liquid                          gas

-Fusion: We heat up solid to get ___________.

-Vaporisation: We heat up liquid to get __________.

-Condensation: We _______________ gas to get liquid.

-Solidification: We cool down liquid to get __________.

-Sublimation: We ____________ solid to get gas.

-Inverse Sublimation: We cool down gas to get __________.



ACTIVITY 3: Find the following words, then use a dictionary and copy their 
definition in your notebook.

fusion      vaporisation    condensation      solidification     
  sublimation       liquid    solid      gas

ACTIVITY 4: Match the following words with their definitions.

1-Solid, liquid and gas
                                 
2-Sublimation

3-Vaporization

4-Fusion

5-Condensation

6-Solidification

7-Inverse sublimation 

___We cool down gas to get solid 

___We heat up solid to get liquid

___We cool down liquid to get solid

___States of matter

___We heat up solid to get gas

___We cool down gas to get liquid

___We heat up liquid to get gas



ACTIVITY 5:  Observe the diagram, then indicate the changes of state that 
are produced.

ACTIVITY 6: What are the postulates of the Kinetic Theory? What do they 
explain in relation to matter?

ACTIVITY 7: What is the state of matter in the following picture? Using the 
Kinetic Theory explain the characteristics of this state of matter.

ACTIVITY  8:  Define  condensation.  What  is  the  name  of  the  reverse 
process?

ACTIVITY 9: What happens with the particles that form a liquid when they 
are heated?



GLOSSARY

 Matter: materia.
 State: estado.
 Solid: sólido.
 Liquid: líquido.
 Gas: gas.
 Kinetic theory: teoría cinética.
 Change of state: cambios de estado.
 Fusion/Melting: fusión.
 Freezing/Solidification: solidificación.
 Vaporisation: vaporización.
 Condensation: condensación.
 Sublimation: sublimación.
 Particle: partícula.
 Mass: masa.
 Volume: volumen.
 Form: forma.


